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Previous Next Photos (21) Options Vehicle Description This 2018 Inifinity GNW600 6-Car Trailer features a standalone hydraulic system with onboard battery, 15k Tandem Duals w/electric/hydraulic brakes ($6,000 last conversion), 17.5 Steel flaps, LED lights; Extra light kit, spare wheel w/
holder, spring suspension, (2) Toolbox, Pierce Winch (wireless), hydraulic ramps, and a 2 Kingpin. 102 wide 50' total length. VIN: 1Z9GC5028JH48918. Acceptable payment methods: Only verified funds. We do not accept money from foreign banks On request other payment options. Tax,
address and license: New Jersey residents are responsible for applicable sales tax, as well as address and license fees. If you live outside of New Jersey, you are responsible for appropriate tax, title, and license fees in your area. Each vehicle will have an added $350 Lot Fee &amp; a
$99.00 documentary fee (Computer Time, Document Delivery Service &amp; Clerical Expense) those fees above the final auction price. Attention! The aforementioned vehicle has been described to the best of our knowledge. However, for all used vehicles, the condition is subjective, so we
recommend that the potential buyer visit the item to investigate as well as test driving any vehicle before buying. All vehicles are sold as IS; We don't take good jobs and there are no options available. Please note that any verbal declaration regarding a vehicle does not constitute a
representation or guarantee of the condition of that vehicle. Our goal is to provide you with the best service and the most convenient shopping experience. We don't accept deposits. The sale takes place when the payment is made in full and the vehicle is picked up. * While we make every
reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions on these pages. Please check the information in question with a sales representative. CarStory® Vehicle Interest Year: 2018 Make: Infinity Model: GNW600 Trim: Mileage: Trans: Select
Vin: 1Z9GC5028JH489184 Stock #: 11853 Motor: Select Interior Select Color: Black Drive Train: Select Type: Trailer State: NJ Make Offer If you don't understand the coupon language that is often used on coupon websites, then this article is for you. I'm going to provide you with all the
abbreviations and terminology you need to know further to regularly update new information as well as improve the services evident to sellers to meet customer demand. In particular, at this time that the market is changing erratably, extern Read More The current unpredictable situation of
the Corona epidemic, the most difficult problem for business leaders is how to effectively control the works and projects that happen. In order to help bu Read More When the coronavirus began in March 2020, has become that the journey is now very very We decided that we needed to
quickly redirect our business online and created the first course into Amazon Prime Day Amazon Prime Day at an online shopping festival when the considered largest shopping sales held on Amazon's e-commerce platform happen. This event is considered Amazon Read More Page 2 If
you do not understand the coupon language, which is often used on coupon websites, then this article is for you. I'm going to provide you with all the abbreviations and terminology you need to know further to regularly update new information as well as improve the services evident to sellers
to meet customer demand. In particular, at this time that the market is changing erratably, extern Read More The current unpredictable situation of the Corona epidemic, the most difficult problem for business leaders is how to effectively control the works and projects that happen. In order to
help bu Read More When the coronavirus began in March 2020, it became clear that the journey is now very difficult. We decided that we needed to quickly redirect our business online and created the first course into Amazon Prime Day Amazon Prime Day at an online shopping festival
when the considered largest shopping sales held on Amazon's e-commerce platform happen. This event is considered Amazon Read More Page 3 If you do not understand the coupon language, which is often used on coupon websites, then this article is for you. I'm going to provide you
with all the abbreviations and terminology you need to know further to regularly update new information as well as improve the services evident to sellers to meet customer demand. In particular, at this time that the market is changing erratably, extern Read More The current unpredictable
situation of the Corona epidemic, the most difficult problem for business leaders is how to effectively control the works and projects that happen. In order to help bu Read More When the coronavirus began in March 2020, it became clear that the journey is now very difficult. We decided that
we needed to quickly redirect our business online and created the first course into Amazon Prime Day Amazon Prime Day at an online shopping festival when the considered largest shopping sales held on Amazon's e-commerce platform happen. This event is considered Amazon Read
More Page 4 If you do not understand the coupon language, which is often used on coupon websites, then this article is for you. I'm going to provide you with all the abbreviations and terminology you need to know further to regularly update new information as well as improve the services
evident to sellers to meet customer demand. In particular, at this time that the market is changing erratably, extern Read More In the current unpredictable situation of Corona the problem for business leaders is how to effectively monitor ongoing work and projects. In order to help bu Read
More When the coronavirus began in March 2020, it became clear that the journey is now very difficult. We decided that we needed to quickly redirect our business online and created the first course into Amazon Prime Day Amazon Prime Day at an online shopping festival when the



considered largest shopping sales held on Amazon's e-commerce platform happen. This event is considered Amazon Read More 3114 NW Ave El Dorado, AR 71730 870-864-8879 This 50' ft 6 Car Trailer is designed for chassis Cab trucks only. This trailer gives you 90 feet of loading
space. Driving through the abdominal deck allows for fast loading and unloading. It comes with standard hydraulic ramps and tandem duals. Read more &gt; This 50 ft 6 Car Trailer is the Tri Pod version of the GN600 designed for trucks with beds. This trailer gives you 90 feet of loading
space. Driving through the abdominal deck allows for fast loading and unloading. It comes with standard hydraulic ramps and tandem duals. More info &gt; financing options View All Page 2 This 50 ft 6 Car Trailer is designed for carriage trucks only. This trailer gives you 90 feet of loading
space. Driving through the abdominal deck allows for fast loading and unloading. It comes with standard hydraulic ramps and tandem duals. Read more &gt; This 50 ft 6 Car Trailer is the Tri Pod version of the GN600 designed for trucks with beds. This trailer gives you 90 feet of loading
space. Driving through the abdominal deck allows for fast loading and unloading. It comes with standard hydraulic ramps and tandem duals. Learn more &gt; May 1, 2016 #1 every month 400 people find work using TruckersReport. May 1, 2016 #2 May 2, 2016 #3 screw is endless. We
bought two from them in a four-car and an 5. Steel is not the wall thickness advertised. But the price was. The guy who took over in November I think he said not my problem, but still the former owner burning seams for him. We t dumped at least 7,000 in a 2014 trailer with a stupid,
unplanned pull-out on his abdomen. NEVER AGAIN. They would not respect a warranty or even send parts. The #### thing started with #### framing members down to I69. He's a total jerk. The 4 cars are a little weak, but the axle location creates a huge tail that challenges inexperienced
drivers right turns to Anson parking lots ... That's my version... May 2, 2016 #4 May 2, 2016 #5 Very interesting ........ You could save me from a 40-hour mistake. Please keep your feedback coming guys. It's been 40,000 ?!?! Who the hell would pay for this? Hell, that Cottrell or Wally Mo 7
car area on May 2, 2016 #6 these 40k now?!?! Who the hell would pay for this? Hell, which is Cottrell or Wally Mo 7 motorist Can you show me where I can find a cotttrell? Cotttrell? excellent status 40 thousand? That's exactly what I'm looking for....... May 2, 2016 #7 May 2, 2016 #8 May 2,
2016 #9 It doesn't look that bad. Do you know where he is? It came out as just pictures when I click on it. Tennessee. I have read several cases over the years about Infinity trailers breaking shortly after purchase. I think your apartment's 3/4 car was fine. But these tilt board wedges &amp;
imitation high mounts were an issue. As of May 3, 2016, 400 people #10 jobs every month with TruckersReport. Truckers report.
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